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In 2013, UC Berkeley began publishing an online general catalog, the Berkeley Academic Guide. The Guide will be archived each year. Please revisit this page to access past editions once a new version is published.

Berkeley Academic Guide, 2016-17 (http://guide.berkeley.edu/archive/2016-17/)
General Catalogs, 1870-2013 (http://digitalassets.lib.berkeley.edu/generalcatalog/) PDF versions of paper General Catalogs from 1870 through 2013 may be viewed on the UC Berkeley Library's Digital Assets page.

Schedule of Classes Archive

To see the online Class Schedule with classes starting in Fall 2016, go here (http://classes.berkeley.edu/).

To see archived Schedule of Classes reports from 2003–2016, go here (http://guide.berkeley.edu/archive/schedule-of-classes/).

Archived copies of the printed Schedule of Classes dating from 1875 to 2004 are available through the University Archives in the Bancroft Library, within the Doe Annex on the UC Berkeley campus. For more information, check the UCB Library Catalog via the Archived Schedule of Classes (http://oskicat.berkeley.edu/search~S1?:b16182438/b16182438/1%2C1%2C1%2C1/b16182438/) website.